


Our business is growing

…growing healthy trees that is. The family-
owned farms are nestled near the eastern coast 
of Australia in the very region where the trees 
originated. In a nutshell…our abundant rainfall, 
ample sunshine, rich soil and low impact farming 
is good for our nuts.

Heart n’ soil – how good food is grown now.

WHO WE ARE



WHAT WE MAKE

Milk’s newest sibling rivalry.
Equally delicious. Equally loved. 100% milkadamia approved.

How milk tastes now.



WHY OURS

RAW	MACADAMIAS
We	don’t	roast	our	nuts	to	
yield	a	subtle,	clean	flavor	
profile	and	to	protect	the	

healthy	oils	– that	means	we	
only	use	the	highest	quality	

macadamia	kernels

FREE-RANGE	TREES
Trees	supporting	life,
not	trees	on	life	support.
Watered	exclusively	by	
rainfall.

Socially	Relevant
Connecting	with	non-
dairy	consumer	values	
on	a	deeper	level	by	
supporting	regenerative	
agriculture	and	value-
driven,	pro-Earth	food	
choices

TASTE	&	TEXTURE
The	creamy,	mild	flavor	

of	a	macadamia	makes	it	
the	perfect	nut	milk	to	

trade	consumers	up	from	
dairy	

SHELF	STABLE
“Milkadamia”	finally	a	
“BRAND”	to	revitalize	
shelf	stable	milks

Milkadamia is the first non-dairy milk so close to the taste and texture of 
dairy that the Moo Is MootTM



WHY OURS

It takes 1.1 gallons of water to 
grow one almond.

Our Macadamias are watered 
exclusively by our abundant 

rainfall.

To learn about our regenerative farming practices, visit our site.

http://www.milkadamia.com/milkadamist/2017/6/19/story-of-our-free-range-trees


WHERE TO FIND



AWARDS WE WON



Milkadamia. Original, just like you are. Treat 
yourself to a glass of Milkadamia and enjoy 
how milk tastes now!

ORIGINAL



Are you sweet enough? Great news - we 
have just the thing for you! Our unsweetened 
Milkadamia has the delicious, milky taste 
you love without any added sugar.

UNSWEETENED



Macadamia, milkadamia. A subtle play on 
words. We wanted the milk in our coffee to 
be subtle and creamy so the coffee notes 
can really sing. Get your latte artist on with 
this crema of the crop. It's how moo-free 
coffee tastes now.

LATTE DA BARISTA



Vanilla unplugged -sometimes it's the 
simple things ... Popping bubble wrap, 
skinny dipping, gentle morning sun on our 
face, smooth & creamy vanilla Milkadamia, 
OK maybe that one is just us.

VANILLA UNSWEETENED



M I L K A D A M I A . C O M

https://www.instagram.com/milkadamia/
https://www.facebook.com/Milkadamia/
http://www.milkadamia.com

